farmhand academy
Farmhand® Academy is a comprehensive, 120-lesson course separated into 10 distinct learning paths designed to get you fully trained from the comfort of home.

Users will learn the intricacies of Freight Farming through detailed presentations, videos, photography, and diagrams, all split into small and digestible parts designed to be easily integrated into your everyday routine. As you advance through the curriculum, automatic progress tracking will guide you on the optimal learning path, while incremental quizzes will ensure you’re gaining all the correct knowledge.

Once completed, farmhand® Academy is the perfect reference tool. Farmers can revisit modules to brush up on skills, or continue to explore the ever-expanding vault of lessons. Alternatively, farmhand® Academy is an excellent way to train new employees and farm operators without a separate trip to Farm Camp in Boston.

Lifetime access to farmhand® Academy costs $600 per account, and requires an active farmhand® subscription to purchase.
3 paths to success

**Learning Modules**
120 lessons combine descriptions of hardware and processes with detailed diagrams and clear photos to cover everything you need to know about the farm.

**Videos**
Comprehensive videos walk users through the most intricate aspects of farming. You’ll feel like a member of Client Services is in the farm with you.

**Progress Tracking & Wayfinding**
Farmhand® Academy uses intuitive progress tracking, quizzes, and badges to reward your progress and make sure you’re on track for success!
here’s what you’ll learn

Farmhand® Academy will make sure you’re comfortable with all aspects of farming. Learning paths are grouped thematically, and will cover a range of subjects, including:

**Navigating the Farm**  
Familiarize yourself with all farm components before delivery!

**Sensor Calibration**  
The secret to your most successful farm!

**Crop Scheduling**  
Choose the right crop rotation and planting schedule.

**Plant Pathology**  
Diagnose your plants’ health and proactively prevent pests.

**Food Safety**  
Learn industry standards and best practices for indoor farming.

**Maintenance**  
Keep your farm running smoothly with an easy-to-follow schedule.